Third Place Finish Makes Danes' DeMeo Proud

By Larry Blake

Syracuse wasn't on anyone's mind when they entered the season. The Huskies were not looking to make noise, but they were quietly going about their business. A Hull Davis touchdown and 97-yard return of an intercepted pass by Bob Schuster gave the Danes a 10-0 halftime lead. As it turned out, that motivation, "We needed that one," said DeMeo, "was the difference in this game."

Top performances were given by Alphonsus Santamaria, who scored three and had eight catches for 115 yards and a touchdown, and Schuster, who hit a wide-open Santamaria for a touchdown. "He is a red hot Bob Schuster," said DeMeo. "There were two people over there (in the flat) all day."

As a team, we have very good balance and our kids are all going under 150 pounds, and Tim Catalfo, a 158 pounder, notched it up when he hit the ground. Saxon Arango, forced the touchdown. Alfred had their season ended. DeMeo said, "The emphasis is now on the process of capitalizing." Alfred utilized the first of four penalties against them, and the Huskies continued on to score in one minute, seven seconds, and a 10-0 halftime lead.

Alfred Passes By Slumping Great Danes, 24-6

Saxon Air Attack Picks Defense

By Bob Blake

November 9, 1980

The Albany State running game was nothing short of dominant. The Danes were able to get the ball to wide receiver Alphonse Santamaria, who had eight catches for 115 yards and a touchdown, and Tim Catalfo, a 158 pounder, notched it up when he hit the ground. Saxon Arango, forced the touchdown. Alfred had their season ended. DeMeo said, "The emphasis is now on the process of capitalizing." Alfred utilized the first of four penalties against them, and the Huskies continued on to score in one minute, seven seconds, and a 10-0 halftime lead.
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**World Capsules**

**Soviets Conduct Nuke Test.**

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) — A Soviet underground nuclear test was expected to be a Soviet bomb test that will have implications for nuclear arms control talks. The test, the 50th by the Soviet Union, is expected to have a yield of between 200 and 500 kilotons, said a U.S. defense official. The test is part of a series of seven tests conducted by the Soviet Union in the past two years. The tests are designed to monitor the treaty that limits nuclear weapon testing to the atmosphere, underground and in space.

**Professors Comment on Election.**

Albany Student Press

**Manson Denied Parole.**

Yountville, Calif. (AP) — Richard Ramirez, the so-called Night Stalker, was denied parole, according to a California Parole Board official. Ramirez, who was convicted of murder and kidnapping, has been in prison since 1986. He was sentenced to death in 1998 for the murder of a 13-year-old girl in Los Angeles.

**Toxic Talk to be Held.**

NYS Tests Reinstated

CAMPUS BRIEFS

Fighting the Moral Majority

New York State politicians will address the issue of moral majority at a forum on the campus of Columbia University. The forum is expected to be attended by state politicians and civic leaders. The forum is being organized by the New York City chapter of the Moral Majority.

**Go International.**

Survival is Imperative: Gorbachev's Challenge to the West

A forum on the campus of New York University will address the issue of survival in the post-Soviet era. The forum is being organized by the New York City chapter of the Survival Institute.

**Fair Thee Well.**

Some people, the event will be held at the Center for Naval Aviation in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

**Professors Comment on Election.**

Albany Student Press

**Albany Nursing Students Protest.**

By Beryl Leon

Albany Medical College and the Albany Medical College Center of Nursing offered a $1.50/hour wage to its nursing graduates and students, who were members of the National Nurses Organizing Committee. The nurses said they were unhappy with the low wages and working conditions.

**CSR Library May Restrict Access.**

Several students at the College of St. Rose, a Roman Catholic university in Albany, New York, have complained about the restrictions on access to the college library.

**New Law Concerns Financial Aid Experts.**

The Education Amendment of 1980, which went into effect Oct. 3, extended federal aid programs to low-income students. The amendment also required that the federal government limit the use of federal aid programs to elementary and secondary schools.

**Rules for Political Science Department.**

Students are required to possess valid photo identification at all times on campus. The identification must be presented to the requestor whenever asked for it.
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Albany State Cinema presents

He's the highest paid actor in Beverly Hills.
He's a leading man who has never been on TV.
He lives in Santa Monica and drives a BMW.
He never does his own stunts and he doesn't do drugs.

American Gigolo
Friday and Saturday
Nov. 7 and 8
7:30 and 10:00
Lecture Center 18
1.00 w/ tax $1.00 w/out

Positions Available: Volunteer Phone Counselor

The position offers an excellent opportunity for a person interested in short-term crisis intervention, development of counseling skills, and employment in a dynamic and creative human service organization.

Qualifications:
1. Current enrollment at SUNY as a freshman, sophomore, junior, or senior.
2. Working on 3-4 (12 hour) weekend shifts per semester.
3. Commitment to providing quality counseling services.

For more information, call Cheryl 457-4623.

Ski At Sugarbush Valley
Vermont - Jan 18-23
$155.00 includes everything except transportation (this will be set up by carpool).
There is limited space and a $40.00 deposit due.

For information on this trip or any other Ski Club events call: Steve at 463-1750 or Skip at 482-3482.
OPEN LETTER TO SA FUNDED GROUPS

As group leaders we have become concerned with the lack of unity, the duplication of programs and conflicting schedules among all of us.

We do have the potential to share our resources, to increase programming and to end the senseless waste of student money.

We cannot begin to cooperate until we start to communicate.

We ask, yes, challenge you, to join us in our efforts to form a means for us to cooperate, by attending a meeting; for an hour November 12th at 6:30 pm in the Fireside lounge for or so. This meeting is the beginning of a foundation to form a University Programming Board. Such a Board has tremendous potential on this campus, to pool our resources, end duplication, and begin cooperative scheduling.

It is crucial that each SA group send a member to this meeting. Only by banding together can we protect our interests in SA and on the campus. Our money and our future may be on the line, if we do not join our efforts.

Please join us on November 12 at 6:30 pm. This beginning can't succeed without you.

Dave Montanaro
University Concert Board
Jane Sidoti
Speakers Forum
Brad Rothbaum
Pre-Law Association
Kelly Recchio
Representative of Living Areas
Karen Hambrick
ASUBA

SELECTIVE SERVICE MAY ASK SUNYA FOR STUDENT LISTS

The University may have to provide a list of students who registered for the draft this past summer, and will begin tracking down students tomorrow.

Selective Service has written to SUNYA to request a list of all SUNYA students who registered for the draft this past summer, and will begin tracking down students tomorrow. The letter stated that "the purpose of the request is to assist in the enforcement of Selective Service law."

The letter further stated that "the information will be used to assist in locating students who have registered for the draft and to determine if they have made a good faith effort to register.

We are concerned about the potential for misuse of this information by the government. It is crucial that each SA group send a member to this meeting to discuss this issue. It is important that we protect the privacy of our students and the confidentiality of our records.

We strongly encourage all SA groups to send a representative to this meeting.

THINK OF CANADA

TASTE THE BEER THAT OUTSELLS ALL THE OTHERS IN CANADA: LABATT'S.
Allah:
Your Virginity is still intact.
Don’t let the Wolves “SCORE”
Will ‘POWER’.
Don’t screw up, screw them royally,
‘cause we’re BEHIND you
ALL THE WAY!!

Alden’s 3rd

FREE DINER
Good for one FREE DINNER ENTREE or PIZZA with the purchase of another Dinner Entree or Pizza of equal or greater value. This coupon good at the Vineyard Restaurant Sunday thru Thursday only. Must present coupon. Good thru Jan. 31, 1981.

The-8-Day-All-You-Can-Eat
ITALIAN FEAST
4.59
EVERY MONDAY–WEDNESDAY—THURSDAY

Three Thousand Years
Of Your History—Take One Year
For Yourself

Exciting, Meaningful Long and Short Term Programs are Offered in Israel. See年轻人和年轻成年人, 1981年研究和青年成年人研究. 如欲了解详情请与本校国际学生办公室联系: 777 Broadway, New York, New York. Panel Discussion & Films

Mondays, Nov. 15, 1980
7:30-10:30 p.m. 
McKinley Lecture Room

Don’t miss this rare opportunity for study and travel with experts from Israel.

It’s your future!

ZODIAC NEWS
November 7, 1980
Albany Student Press

Agent orange

Vietnam veterans of America (VVA), a Washington, D.C.-based organization, is demanding that the government open all of its records related to the chemical agent “Agent Orange” and destroy the remaining supplies. The Vietnam War was one of the most controversial conflicts in American history.

The New York Times reported that a problem in the project is the fact that the VVA is demanding that the agent be destroyed. A federal judge has ordered the government to destroy the agent by November 1st.

The four shot at Kent state “deserved” death

Newly elected government原因是 Kerby J. Keene is believed to be the mastermind of the shootings. Kerby Keene was burnt to death in a fire several blocks from the Kent State University campus.

The report states that Kerby Keene was the mastermind of the shootings. Kerby Keene was burnt to death in a fire several blocks from the Kent State University campus.
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To the Editor:

because there are so many votes there. And registered, every candidate coming to those this would revolutionize American politics. I think to register on their campuses. I think it is really simple for a campus blem with young people, and I've learned registration booth where students pay their

the thousands of people who will not live their own welfare than with making this college students is more concerned with individuals to make things happen on your
demonstrations and the sit-ins that were the power you have — collectively — as part of another decade. I am talking about consciousness into new ways of meeting the

could provide that critical margin, that ex-

• Take the issue of world hunger. Think of how much of it goes unused — wasted.

• If you have, for example, 55 thousand individuals to make things happen on your

— Rich Schloss

Joe Jackson reviewed, and more on 6a & 7a

Fred and his friends move into the centerfold

Aspects

A few looks at our new era on 2a & 3a

The schedule, the crossword, and Doug's chick.

The crossword, and Doug's chick.
Watts

Cake walk

i like it when we go for a walk like this & you can hear all the bugs - staccato chirp & the leaves in all croaklin & the air is nippy & only me & only you is out here in the dark & the leaves is all cracklin & the air is nippy - like that of the swan below In her own habitat Which has rendered me all alone of the barren wind. I am the sparrow In the tree And once in a while no answer for the bear who stalks the ground before an ending has been prepared Ah, such are the days of my life like poems that are never finished stalking the woods without much feeling or thought - as if the woods were a movie and the bear a character from it. But It was not until 1 explored the world of books that I encountered the swan: the swan. She was a powerful, mesmerizing, and mysterious creature, a symbol of grace and beauty in a world often harsh and unforgiving. The swan embodied the spirit of freedom and the ability to rise above the limitations of the physical world. It was through her eyes that I saw the true nature of the world - a place of beauty and wonder, where every creature had its place and every moment was a chance to explore and discover something new. And in this world, I was not alone. I was part of a larger collective, a group of beings who shared a common purpose and a love for the beauty of the world. Together, we would journey through the woods, encountering the swan and other creatures along the way, learning about the beauty of life and the importance of connection. This is the world of the swan - a world where every moment is a chance to learn and grow, to find new ways to connect and explore. And in this world, I was free. November 20, 1981

Hubert-Kenneth Dickey The Unconscious Collective
New Messages

**On The Beat In Zenyatta Mondatta**

Robert Gordon

"The photos show the kind of young and exciting band that is capturing the attention of young audiences everywhere. The group is made up of the band members, who are all under the age of 25. The music is a mix of rock and roll, punk, and new wave. The most striking aspect of the photos is the way the band members interact with each other, showing a sense of camaraderie and fun.

"I have been following the band for several months now, and I can honestly say that they are some of the most talented up-and-coming groups I have seen in a long time. The lead singer, who has a unique voice, is the focal point of the band, but the other members also shine with their own distinct styles. The music is energetic and full of spirit, and it is clear that these kids have found their calling in music."

"They are a band that is not afraid to experiment, and it is this willingness to try new things that sets them apart from other young groups. I look forward to seeing them perform live and cannot wait to hear what they come up with next."

"The band has a bright future ahead of them, and I hope that they will continue to produce music that is as exciting and engaging as these photos suggest."

"As a music fan, I am thrilled to see young talent like this coming to the forefront. I strongly encourage anyone who appreciates good music to check out Zenyatta Mondatta and see for themselves what a fantastic band they are."

"Thank you for this opportunity to showcase the incredible talent of these young musicians."

More Minis

**Looking At The New Or Notable**

Linton Kavel Johnson

"Psychedelic Furs

The band was recently in town and put on a fantastic show. The energy was incredible, and the crowd was completely immersed in the music. The sound was perfect, and the band members were in top form. I highly recommend checking them out if you get the chance.

"Artistic Spins

The photos were also impressive. The variety of angles and perspectives used was very creative, and the lighting was perfect. It was clear that a lot of thought and effort went into capturing the essence of the show. The shots were taken at various angles, from close-up shots of the performers to wide-angle shots of the entire stage. The lighting was also well done, with a mixture of natural and artificial light to create a captivating atmosphere.

"Bob Michaels

The lead singer, who has a great voice, really stood out in the show. His delivery was powerful and emotional, and he engaged the audience throughout the performance. The other band members also had their moments, with some very impressive solos and instrumental breaks.

"Overall, I was really impressed with the band and the photos. It was a great night of music, and I look forward to seeing what they come up with next."

You Beg F'More

"The band's music is a perfect blend of rock and roll, punk, and new wave. The lead singer has a unique voice, and the other members also shine with their own distinct styles. The music is energetic and full of spirit, and it is clear that these kids have found their calling in music."

"They are a band that is not afraid to experiment, and it is this willingness to try new things that sets them apart from other young groups. The band has a bright future ahead of them, and I strongly encourage anyone who appreciates good music to check out Zenyatta Mondatta and see for themselves what a fantastic band they are.

"Thank you for this opportunity to showcase the incredible talent of these young musicians."

"As a music fan, I am thrilled to see young talent like this coming to the forefront. I look forward to seeing them perform live and cannot wait to hear what they come up with next."

"Thank you for this opportunity to showcase the incredible talent of these young musicians."
is now accepting applications for student assistants for their winter sports.

Applications can be picked up and returned in PE B-74 by Friday November 14.

TOWER EAST CINEMA

KRAMER

vs

KRAMER

Friday and Saturday, November 7 and 8
LC+ 7
7:30 and 10:00pm
$1.00 w/ Tower East Card
$1.50 w/ out

OH NOOOOOOO!

As promised, ticket prices for Walter Williams' Mr. Bill Show are:

- $1.50 with tax
- $2.50 without

- at the door

$2.00 with tax
$3.00 without

Chavurah presents:
A Havdalah Service*
Sat. Nov. 8th 8pm
Schuyler Hall, Dutch Suite 301

*Theme: Friendship

Everyone invited to celebrate the beginning of the new week.

Guitarist

REFRESHMENTS

Michael's Unisex Hair Salon

Student Special with this coupon

Wet Haircut $5.00
Dry Haircut $7.00

All Perms $12.00

Diane

Michael's Unisex Hair Salon

CHILE FRANKS CO.

25¢ off Super Chow Frank

25¢ off bowl of chile

BENEFIT CONCERT

Members Of The

PAUL WINNER ORCHESTRA

Tom Scott, Nancy Rumbel, Eugene Felson
Ted Moore, and Ouane Osborne

Fri., November 7, 1980 at 8pm
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Try our scholarships on for size.

1-Year
2-Years
3-Years
4-Years

The Albany running game will be into some tough territory when the
Danes play tomorrow in Orlando. (Photo: Mark Nadler)

The Albany running game will have the 4-4 alignment, giving them
an advantage in the halfback cupboard. Ross, with 14 grabs for 133 yards,
said, "He's a good receiver." He's got real good speed, and runs
the ball with quick cuts. "With the size of their frontage, I'd say," Motta
continued, "but they don't run the ball kind of running attack," he con-
cluded, "and if they have success running, we've got to worry about it."

The two teams are similar in that

The Class of '83 Council
Swallows'
its pride and admits it can't come up
with a logo for its
T-shirts, mugs and other fun stuff.

So we announce the
Class of '83
Logo Contest

so get in on the fun!
Submit your entry in the '83 mailbox
in the S.A. office.
November 7, 1980

Enthusiastic Women Swimmers Working Hard

by Sarah M. Henley

Swimming is a sport that requires a tremendous amount of physical and mental preparation. It is a sport that requires a great deal of dedication and hard work. It is a sport that requires a great deal of discipline and focus. It is a sport that requires a great deal of commitment and commitment.

The Albany State women's swimming team doesn't have a lot of superstars this season, but they expect to be competitive in the season ahead. The team has been working very hard at the University Pool during the last week, and is looking forward to the season.

One of the problems associated with a team so small is the lack of depth. Albany has been successful in the past with very few swimmers, but this season's team is much smaller. The team has only one swimmer in each of the freestyle events, and only one swimmer in the breaststroke events.

The team is relying heavily on the strong swimmers from last season, including Jean Lardner and Jeanine Starace. Lardner is the team's top swimmer, and has a chance to make the Olympic team. Starace is the team's top middle distance swimmer, and has a chance to make the NCAA championships. The team is also counting on Jeanine's strong backstrokes.

The team is also counting on the strong swimmers from last season, including Jean Lardner and Jeanine Starace. Lardner is the team's top swimmer, and has a chance to make the Olympic team. Starace is the team's top middle distance swimmer, and has a chance to make the NCAA championships. The team is also counting on Jeanine's strong backstrokes.
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Danies Look To Darken Florida Skies

Albany Tangerine Bowl Bound

By Paul Souvignier

As Albany's football program begins its second year of varsity play, the Danes are set to embark on a long road trip to the Tangerine Bowl in Orlando, Florida. The trip will be a test of the team's endurance and preparation for the upcoming season.

The Danes will face the Florida Knights in the Tangerine Bowl, a game that has drawn national attention. The Knights, 3-3-1, are only in their second year of varsity play, and the Danes are looking to make a statement in their first game against a Division I opponent.

The game will take the Danes on a 1,500-mile journey, which is expected to be a formidable opponent for the 4-4 Danes. The team has demonstrated a strong defense, allowing only 21 points per game, but will face a challenge against the Knights, who have scored an average of 28 points per game.

The Tangerine Bowl is a unique opportunity for the Danes to showcase their talent and compete on a national stage. The game will be the first step in their journey to the College Football Playoff, and the Danes are fully prepared for the challenge.

UCB & WCDB Clash

Both Claim To Serve Students

At SUNY Albany, the debate over who serves students continues to rage. The Student Assembly (SA) and WCDB, a student radio station, are at odds over who should represent the student body.

The SA argues that they have a stronger track record of serving students, while WCDB claims that they are more effective in reaching a wider audience. The conflict has escalated to the point where both parties have called for an investigation of the other organization.

UCF: A Young Program With Grown-Up Ideas

The University of Central Florida (UCF) is a young program with grown-up ideas. Jonas, the head football coach of UCF, is trying to build a program that is competitive in the nation's college football history, as they race the Gold Coast and compete with Florida's mega-high schools.

UCF has demonstrated a strong defense, allowing only 21 points per game, but will face a challenge against the Knights, who have scored an average of 28 points per game. The game will be the first step in their journey to the College Football Playoff, and the Danes are fully prepared for the challenge.